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                [image: Purdue basketball fans pulled an embarrassing move prior to losing to UConn in the national title game. They chanted &quot;I-U Sucks&quot; at a watch party. (Credit: Getty Images)]
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                [image: Wisconsin Gov. Tony Evers addresses a joint session of the state Legislature in the Assembly chambers during his State of the State speech at the state Capitol, Jan. 22, 2019, in Madison, Wis.]
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                [image: Former US President Donald Trump during a campaign event in Green Bay, Wisconsin, US, on Tuesday, April 2, 2024. Trump said his presidential campaign will give more details next week about his stance on abortion rights, amid mounting pressure to define his position on a decisive issue for voters. Photographer: Daniel Steinle/Bloomberg via Getty Images]
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                [image: Republican presidential candidate and former President Donald Trump speaks during an awards ceremony held at the Trump International Golf Club on March 24, 2024, in West Palm Beach, Florida.]
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                [image: Demonstrators gather on the steps of the Montana State Capitol protesting anti-LGBTQ+ legislation on March 15, 2021, in Helena, Mont. Montana health officials have made permanent a rule that blocks transgender people from changing their birth certificates even if they undergo gender-confirmation surgery. (Thom Bridge/Independent Record via AP, File)]
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                [image: Pope Francis speaks during an interview with The Associated Press at the Vatican, Tuesday, Jan. 24, 2023. Francis acknowledged that Catholic bishops in some parts of the world support laws that criminalize homosexuality or discriminate against the LGBTQ community, and he himself referred to homosexuality in terms of &quot;sin.&quot; But he attributed attitudes to culture backgrounds, and said bishops in particular need to undergo a process of change to recognize the dignity of everyone.]
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                [image: Chinese President Xi Jinping meets with representatives from American business, strategic and academic communities at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing, capital of China, March 27, 2024. (Photo by Shen Hong/Xinhua via Getty Images)]
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                [image: Former US President Donald Trump during a campaign event in Green Bay, Wisconsin, US, on Tuesday, April 2, 2024. Trump said his presidential campaign will give more details next week about his stance on abortion rights, amid mounting pressure to define his position on a decisive issue for voters. Photographer: Daniel Steinle/Bloomberg via Getty Images]
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                [image: Dr. Siegel talks about bird flu spread and safety tips for viewing a solar eclipse.]
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                        Dutch woman, 28, to be euthanized over mental illness after psychiatrist said it will 'never' get any better

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: A doctor prepares a syringe with &quot;Thiopental&quot; a barbiturate that is used in the practice of euthanasia in a hospital in Belgium, on February 1, 2024.]
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                [image: Kristin Fritz, a plaintiff in a lawsuit against Dr. Derrick Todd, poses for a portrait, Monday, April 8, 2024, in Portsmouth, N.H. Fritz and more than 200 women have accused Todd, a former rheumatologist at Brigham and Women&apos;s Hospital in Boston, of sexual abusing them by performing unnecessary pelvic and breast exams while under his care.]
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                [image: Squatters set fire to a home in Brooklyn&apos;s Dyker Heights on November 29 last year after a months long campaign of terror against their neighbors - now, politicians are citing the incident as another indication that loopholes enabling squatters need to be closed.]
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                [image: 5/26/1966-ORIGINAL CAPTION READS: Close-up of the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. shown in this photo headshoulders, alone.]
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                [image: UNITED STATES - 1957:  Portrait of Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.  (Photo by Walter Bennett/The LIFE Picture Collection via Getty Images)]
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                [image: Metal Art of Wisconsin is an all-American company that makes handcrafted American flags.]
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                [image: Members of the Karen National Liberation Army and People&rsquo;s Defense Force examine two arrested soldiers after they captured an army outpost, in the southern part of Myawaddy township in Kayin state, Myanmar, March 11, 2024.]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        Expert calls into question Pentagon’s abortion travel policy, calls it a ‘repudiation’ of ‘woke ideology’
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                [image: KING&apos;S LYNN, ENGLAND - DECEMBER 25: Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge and Meghan, Duchess of Sussex attend Christmas Day Church service at Church of St Mary Magdalene on the Sandringham estate on December 25, 2018 in King&apos;s Lynn, England. (Photo by Samir Hussein/WireImage)]
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                [image: University of South Carolina head coach Dawn Staley celebrates winning the Albany Regional and advancing to the Final Four after cutting a piece of the net at the MVP Arena in Albany, New York, on Sunday, March 31, 2024.]
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                [image: Las Vegas Raiders cornerback Jack Jones (18) walks off of the field after the Los Angeles Chargers vs Las Vegas Raiders game on December 14, 2023, at Allegiant Stadium in Las Vegas, NV.]
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                [image: Nate Oats of the Alabama Crimson Tide passes the ball during Final Four Friday for the NCAA Men&apos;s Basketball Tournament at State Farm Stadium on April 05, 2024 in Glendale, Arizona.]
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                        FBI arrests Idaho 18-year-old for 'violent plot' to attack churches on behalf of ISIS, Justice Department says

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: The FBI says Alexander Mercurio implied to a confidential human source that &quot;in conducting the attack, he intended to perform a good deed.&quot;]
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                [image: Squatters set fire to a home in Brooklyn&apos;s Dyker Heights on November 29 last year after a months long campaign of terror against their neighbors - now, politicians are citing the incident as another indication that loopholes enabling squatters need to be closed.]
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                [image: RE/MAX Holdings Inc. signage is displayed outside of an open house in Redondo Beach, California, U.S., on Saturday, Feb. 14, 2015. The National Association of Realtors is scheduled to release existing home sales figures on Feb. 23. Photographer: Patrick T. Fallon/Bloomberg via Getty Images]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        Texas man, 105, to witness his 13th total solar eclipse: 'They're so beautiful'

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Forth Worth resident LaVerne Biser has been captivated by total solar eclipses since seeing his first in 1963.]
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                        The US added over 300,000 jobs in March and the unemployment rate dropped slightly
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                [image: TO GO WITH AFP STORY &quot;AFPLIFESTYLE-US-INTERNET-GOOGLE&quot; A woman looks at a view of the snow-covered Himalaya mountains on Google Earth in Washington 03 August 2005. The world at your fingertip, with the click of a computer mouse: that&apos;s what Internet giant Google is offering in the new program allowing web surfers to fly around the world in a matter seconds, hopping from one destination to another across the sky.     AFP PHOTO/Nicholas KAMM / AFP PHOTO / NICHOLAS KAMM        (Photo credit should read NICHOLAS KAMM/AFP via Getty Images)]
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                        Patrick Swayze's widow Lisa Niemi Swayze says star knew he was 'a dead man' upon hearing cancer diagnosis
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                        Norfolk Southern agrees to $600 million settlement for East Palestine train derailment

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: EAST PALESTINE, OH - FEBRUARY 14: A Norfolk Southern train is en route on February 14, 2023 in East Palestine, Ohio. Another train operated by the company derailed on February 3, releasing toxic fumes and forcing evacuation of residents. (Photo by Angelo Merendino/Getty Images) ]
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                        7 more states sue to block Biden's student loan handout plan as lawsuits pile up

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: President Joe Biden speaks during a State of the Union address at the US Capitol in Washington, DC, US, on Tuesday, Feb. 7, 2023. Biden is speaking against the backdrop of renewed tensions with China and a brewing showdown with House Republicans over raising the federal debt ceiling. ]
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                        Total solar eclipse and unyielding faith: 'Light comes after the darkness'

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: A partial solar eclipse is seen from Mazatlan, Mexico on Monday, April 8, 2024.]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        Vatican says gender theory, surrogacy violate human dignity in ethics document

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Pope Francis speaks during an interview with The Associated Press at the Vatican, Tuesday, Jan. 24, 2023. Francis acknowledged that Catholic bishops in some parts of the world support laws that criminalize homosexuality or discriminate against the LGBTQ community, and he himself referred to homosexuality in terms of &quot;sin.&quot; But he attributed attitudes to culture backgrounds, and said bishops in particular need to undergo a process of change to recognize the dignity of everyone.]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        Americans must open their hearts to end Haitian horrors

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Pedestrians run for cover after hearing gunshots in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, on Thursday, March 7.]
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                [image: US-China trade tensions escalate over surging production of electric vehicles]
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                        Brazen Virginia 'street takeover' caught on video leaves officer injured; four charged

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Police say hundreds of people went to a car meetup on Sunday and watched cars being driven recklessly, endangering the drivers and bystanders.]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        Former AG William Barr's free market group sues California over EV truck mandate

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Former AG William Barr&apos;s free market group sues California over EV truck mandate]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        NASCAR fines Xfinity Series driver Joey Gase for throwing bumper at another car after wreck

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Joey Gase, driver of the #35 NCPC Race Against Crime Chevrolet, removes his wrecked rear bumper cover to throw at Dawson Cram, driver of the #4 TeamJDMotorsports.com Chevrolet, after an on-track incident during the NASCAR Xfinity Series ToyotaCare 250 at Richmond Raceway on March 30, 2024 in Richmond, Virginia.]
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                        'Panama Papers' trial starts. 27 people charged in the worldwide money laundering case

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Lawyers and court workers leave the Supreme Court during a recess for the trial of the &quot;Panama Papers&quot; money laundering case in Panama City, Monday, April 8, 2024.]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        Spain will scrap 'golden visas' that allow wealthy non-EU residents to stay if they buy real estate

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Spains Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez arrives for a EU Summit in Brussels, Thursday, March 21, 2024. European Union leaders are gathering to consider new ways to help boost arms and ammunition production for Ukraine. Leaders will also discuss in Thursdays summit the war in Gaza amid deep concern about Israeli plans to launch a ground offensive in the city of Rafah.]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        Italy's police arrest a Tajik man suspected of Islamic State membership at Rome airport

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Flag of Italy is seen ahead of the F1 Grand Prix of Hungary at Hungaroring on July 22, 2023 in Budapest, Hungary.]
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                        Morgan Wallen's Nashville bar arrest could land him 'in jail for up to 6 years': legal expert

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Morgan Wallen may face serious consequences from his arrest Sunday in Nashville.]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        R&B icon Clarence 'Frogman' Henry dead at 87

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: FILE - Clarence &quot;Frogman&quot; Henry gestures during an interview at his home in Algiers, La., June 12, 2003. Henry, one of New Orleans&rsquo; best known old-time R&amp;B singers who scored a hit at age 19 with &ldquo;Aint Got No Home&quot; in 1956, has died at age 87. (AP Photo/Bill Haber, File)]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        Morgan Wallen's Nashville arrest mocked by fellow country singer: 'Alexa, play The Chair By George Strait'
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                [image: Raise 500-pound pumpkins in your backyard: 5 tips from America's world-record gourd grower]
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                        Buffalo, New York celebrates solar eclipse with sunny mustard 'totality wings'

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: &quot;Wing King&quot; Drew Cerza, founder of the National Buffalo Wing Festival held each year in Buffalo, New York, created a special Totality Wing to celebrate the rare total solar eclipse over the city on Monday, April 8, 2024.]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        National Beer Day: 5 fascinating facts about the beloved brew
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                        Little Miss BBQ is the boss: Phoenix hotspot serves world-class 'cue with southwestern style

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: El Jefe (The Boss) sandwich from Little Miss BBQ in Phoenix, Arizona.]
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                [image: America’s total solar eclipse dazzles country as millions scramble to find best view]
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                        Multiday severe weather outbreak packing strong tornado threat could tear across South through Thursday
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                        See it: America's total solar eclipse wows crowds from border to border
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                        Miss the April 8th total solar eclipse? Here’s a list of future celestial events

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Miss the April 8th total solar eclipse? Here&rsquo;s a list of future celestial events]
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                [image: Maryland governor to discuss rebuilding collapsed Baltimore bridge with Congress]
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                        First of nearly 1,200 lawsuits against New Hampshire youth detention center set for trial

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: David Meehan, lead plaintiff in a class-action lawsuit accusing the State of New Hampshire of covering up decades of sexual, physical and emotional abuse at its youth detention center, is seen outside his lawyer&apos;s office in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, on Jan. 10, 2020.]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        Hundreds accuse Massachusetts doctor of sexual abuse, inappropriate examinations

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Kristin Fritz, a plaintiff in a lawsuit against Dr. Derrick Todd, poses for a portrait, Monday, April 8, 2024, in Portsmouth, N.H. Fritz and more than 200 women have accused Todd, a former rheumatologist at Brigham and Women&apos;s Hospital in Boston, of sexual abusing them by performing unnecessary pelvic and breast exams while under his care.]
            
                    
                

            
            
                
                    
                        California man stands trial for fatal stabbing of college student in 2018

                    
                

                
                      
                        
            
                
                
                
                [image: Samuel Woodward leaves a court hearing at the Harbor Justice Center in Newport Beach, Calif., Aug. 22, 2018. Opening statements are scheduled Tuesday, April 9, 2024, in the trial of Woodward, who&apos;s charged with stabbing University of Pennsylvania student Blaze Bernstein to death in an act of hate more than six years earlier.]
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